
    February 2014

 Events Calendar
 Upcoming Events:  

Classic/Antique Aircraft displays at Santa Ynez (IZA) (Third Saturdays),
Santa Paula (SZP) (First Sundays) and Oceano (L52) (Second Saturday and Sunday)
 

Thought for the Month
 
“You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough.” 

-- Mae West
 
                                                                                              
 
 Social Gathering and Dinner - Something a Little Different

 
We are always looking for new ways to entertain and educate our members.  This usually involves a 
knowledgeable speaker, so you could say in that case it would be educational.  This month we will try 
entertainment with dinner at the Cafe Stella, overlooking the Loreto Plaza shopping center.  Everyone had 
a great time at our annual Holiday dinner at Harry’s, so we thought this idea could work, too. We have a 
room reserved so we will need a head count as the date, February 13, draws nearer.  Of course, spouses 
and friends are welcome.  More details will be forthcoming before then.
 
New Officers for 2014
 
Our new officers for the year are Jo Duffy, President and John Wiley serving as VP and Webmaster rolled 
into one.  Roger Waldron and Still Chase continue as Treasurer and Newsletter Editor, respectively.
 
Jo has done a terrific job in 2013 serving as VP and coming up with interesting speakers during the year.  
Now it is her turn to relax and be President.  Since no one has come forward yet offering to serve as VP 
for 2014, John Wiley, our very savvy WebMaster, has generously offered to fill Jo’s very big shoes.  I’m 
sure John would happlily step aside if one of you would offer to take the job.
 
 
Water Worries
 
This month we will focus on rain, the lack thereof and how to make it happen.  We are fortunate to have 
available a fine article from our member Elwood Schapansky on cloud seeding.  Elwood, as many of you 
are aware, is a prolific writer on a variety of flying topics.  He has agreed to let me publish his articles as 
needed.  About now, his cloud seeding article is particularly timely.
 
To get you calibrated about the water level at Lake Cachuma, I present two photos below, one taken on 
Saturday, February 1, showing the lake at about 37% capacity and another showing the lake spilling in 
April 2011.  Flying over the lake last weekend was sobering; old ranch foundations were visible and 
Arrowhead Island is no longer an island.
 
 
 
 
 

Cafe Stella
Social Gathering and Dinner
7:30 pm, Thursday, February 13

Overlooking Loreto Plaza
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The Rainmaker - by Elwood Schapansky, May 18, 2007
 
 
Most commercial pilots have experienced the uncertainty of a 
new flying job, but the reality of departing alone, in an aging 
BE55 Beechcraft Baron, after midnight, in pitch-black 
darkness, was truly sobering. Purposely heading for the 
leading edge of a turbulent cold front, just below freezing 
level, is normally not a highly desired flight path. But this was 
about the need for water, and I was the new rainmaker.
 
During the winter of 2004, after a season of glacier flying for 
K2 Aviation in Talkeetna, Alaska, I returned to Santa Barbara 
for my usual dose of warm weather and clear skies. Santa 
Barbara is a semi-arid region of manzanita, chaparral and oak 
trees, which survive on moisture from infrequent frontal 
systems that pass through the area. Man-made dams and 
water distribution systems have allowed Santa Barbara to 
become an oasis of green trees, golf courses and gardens. It 
is common knowledge that this lush environment depends on 
capturing storm water from the mountain watershed to the 
north and storing it in a series of lakes along the Santa Ynez 
Valley. What isn’t obvious to the general public is the extent 
to which water districts will go, technologically and 
financially, to attain it. Our fundamental need for water drives 
one of general aviations more unique occupations: cloud 
seeding, or more technically, airborne weather modification.
 
Santa Barbara’s need for water caused an interest in cloud 
seeding as early as 1950 when ground-based silver-iodide 
generators were used to increase measurable precipitation. 
Silver-iodide crystals have nearly the same structure as 
natural ice crystals. They readily attract tiny cloud droplets 
causing formation of ice crystals that grow into snowflakes, 
which turn into rain droplets as they pass through the 
freezing level on their journey to earth. Using airplanes, 
silver iodide can be transported to the right location for 
maximum seeding efficiency.
 
 
 
 
North American Weather Consultants (NAWC) was an active participant in the research and weather modification 
that took place in the early 50’s, and they continue to hold contracts with Santa Barbara Flood Control and Water 
Agencies. It was this company that contracted me to fly their leased Be55 Baron for the cloud-seeding season.
 
Weather Modification. INC., of Fargo, North Dakota, is one of the major players in outfitting general aviation 
aircraft for weather modification operations.  They have modified and put into service many twin engine aircraft 

      Lake Cachuma, Feb 1, 2014, Looking West                                             The Spillway, April 11, 2011

        Cachuma Lake, north of Santa Barbara, 
        is a major water supply for the area.

The BE55 leased by North American Weather Consultants for the Santa Barbara        
weather modification program.  Note the rocket-like silver-iodide dispenser under the wing.



like a Piper Seneca, a Cessna 340, several King Air models and a Lear 35A. These aircraft have proven to be 
dependable, economical and safe, as required by seeding operations where icing is frequent. They are also 
major manufacturers of the distribution apparatus that is installed on aircraft.
 
Besides becoming proficient in the airplane, the job required mastering technology related to cloud seeding. 
Prior to each flight the pilot was responsible for preparing the airplane and silver-iodide dispensers. (Silver 
iodide was mixed with highly volatile acetone and this mixture was ignited as it was spewed through a nozzle 
under pressure. The heat and pressure diffused the molecules in a fine mist, which was uplifted by rising air at 
the leading edge of a cold front). Attention had to be paid to attachments and wiring of the dispensers. Supply 
tank pressures had to be checked, spray nozzles cleaned and hi-voltage igniters tested.
 
Even though the meteorologist stationed in 
Santa Barbara for cloud-seeding is responsible 
for making the decision to seed a particular 
frontal system, the pilot still needs to learn the 
nuances of weather behavior and analyses. 
The pilot must be an active participant in the 
entire seeding process. This sometimes 
requires being able to locate the frontal 
boundary by penetrating it and observing 
different temperatures and cloud structures, as 
learned in basic meteorology.  As colder air 
behind the front is entered, there is an abrupt 
drop in outside air temperature accompanied 
by less turbulence. In addition, rain and cloud 
density abates and visibility improves.
 
 
 
Once an appropriate weather system is 
detected, the pilot is alerted to a possible flight time. It is usual, regardless of the hour, to meet with the 
meteorologist at the control center and observe the approaching weather. Once there is a go decision, an 
instrument flight plan is filed. If the flight has to pass through Vandenberg restricted airspace, a call is made to 
their controller to secure a clearance into restricted airspace. (This procedure had been established in 
advance.) A block altitude clearance is secured that allows the seeding aircraft free access to airspace from 
ground level to above-freezing level. Clearance is issued for a limited time, adequate for a single operation. 
This clearance is also transmitted to Santa Barbara (SBA) Approach Control and to Los Angeles Center so that 
all controlling agencies are aware of the seeding operation. 
 
On a typical flight, departure from SBA takes place using radar vectors to Vandenberg airspace. A remote 
transmitter previously placed on a mountain between Santa Barbara and the seeding area enables 
communication between home base and the aircraft. Once in flight, block altitude clearance allows 
communication with the meteorologist while still monitoring Vandenberg Approach or Los Angeles Center. 
Using an onboard outside air temperature gauge, the pilot selects the appropriate altitude where the 
temperature is approximately two degrees above freezing, usually between six and ten thousand feet. The 
appropriate flight path, specified by the meteorologist, is at the leading edge of the front.
 
The remote transmitter was sometimes a source of difficulty since it could fail due to a loss of commercial 
power. On one occasion when communication to the meteorologist failed, I was left to my own resources to 
accomplish the mission. Using visual cues near the leading edge of a front, I determined I had passed through 
it, and turned back toward the warmer, rising air. It was extremely difficult staying in a flight pattern parallel to 
the front without the help of the meteorologist and this incident reinforced the importance of that position and 
also reinforced the need for pilots’ knowledge of weather systems.
 
Under normal circumstances, an airborne transmitter sends GPS coordinates and altitude every few seconds 
via radio link to the home base. These “hits” form a track overlaid on a real-time radar display generated by the 
Vandenberg Air Force bases’ Next Generation Radar (NEXRAD) site. The resultant display gave ground 
personnel immediate knowledge of the aircraft’s position relative to the frontal system and allowed the 
meteorologist to give directions to keep the pilot on the leading edge of the front. The aircraft had an additional 
onboard GPS with a visual tracking display so flight path and seeding pattern could be monitored. The path 
was stored for future reference and verification of the flight. This was in addition to the same information being 
stored at the home base, and was an essential backup. On one occasion the GPS transmitter failed and the 
aircraft GPS provided the only track verification of the seeding operation.
 
Two pilots could best handle the workload involved in the seeding program. Flying the airplane and taking 
directions from the meteorologist and approach control was intense. Running seeding equipment, monitoring
 

The acetone-silver-iodide mixture had to be replenished after each flight.
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 temperature and watching for icing added a significant 
additional burden. In the absence of a second pilot, an 
autopilot was the next best choice. It was used on all seeding 
operations and allowed a break from controlling the aircraft. 
Cloud-seeding flights occurred most often after dark and it 
was necessary to consider lighting and night adaptation. 
Instrument panel lights were checked prior to each flight. 
Strobes were not used while seeding and bright lights were 
avoided in an attempt to allow dark adaptation of eyes prior to 
departure. Emergency red and green lens flashlights were 
carried for back-up use.
 
 
 
 
 
As enjoyable and exciting as cloud seeding was, I opted to 
pursue other interests after one season. As a result 
of my experience, and changes in airborne 
technology, I included in my final report to NAWC a 
recommendation that the entire operation be 
handled onboard the aircraft, with communication 
to home base augmenting and supervising the 
operation. Even in 2004, complete weather 
information via XM Satellite Weather was available 
but not being used. Current operations are 
proceeding very smoothly using this suggestion.
 
The aircraft now employed, a Cessna 340, has an 
onboard laptop computer that displays high 
resolution NEXRAD weather on a large screen. The 
onboard navigation GPS is connected to the 
system which allows precise location and tracking 
in the frontal area by the pilot alone. 
Communication between home base and the 
aircraft is still important, but seeding can effectively 
proceed on a stand-alone basis if necessary. Technology caught up with need and allows a more successful 
operation. 
 
A Cessna 340, with rocket style silver iodide dispensers is now used in the Santa Barbara program.
The silver-iodide distribution system has also changed. Instead of having to mix and ignite volatile liquids, 
flares (similar to highway flares) are now used. These are manufactured by ICE, Inc. of Fargo North Dakota, 
and can be fired individually with a switch located in the cockpit. The weight and drag of the old canisters is 
greatly reduced, and precision is enhanced.
 
 As an anecdote, my only flight emergency occurred after the season ended while returning the leased Baron to 
its home base in Kansas. Following an overnight stop in Carefree, Arizona, I flew to Raton Pass, New Mexico, 
for fuel and a snack. It was beautiful CAVU weather. I did not take on full fuel in Raton since it was only a short 
distance from my destination.
 
Climbing out on my final leg, marveling at the flat 
breadbasket of America, my left engine quit. It was a 
shock, as always, but not as serious an emergency 
like it would have been on a seeding flight. At 3,000 
feet AGL, I had plenty of time to research the 
problem. The left fuel gauge read full, but the engine 
had stopped producing power. After switching to the 
left auxiliary tank, which still had some fuel, the 
engine restarted. I tried the left main tank again and 
the engine stopped running. I could not resolve the 
problem, but knew the left main tank was unusable. I 
ran the left auxiliary tank dry and then cross-fed the 
left engine from the right main tank until reaching 
Scott City Airport.                          
 
 
 
 
 

This is a sample of a cold front as depicted on the 
NEXRAD Radar Display. 
Aircraft coordinates were overlaid on this display

Cessna 340 in Current Use

 A huge grain silo allowed easy location of Scott City.
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The aircraft owners were waiting and I explained the problem. They examined the airplane but could 
not provide an exact explanation before I left the next day. The left main tank was dry, so I surmised 
that the fuel bladder had elevated and lifted the fuel gauge sending unit, causing a full reading. On 
further inspection of the O-rings on the fuel caps, it was determined that they were hard and cracked. I 
could not see the main fuel caps from the cockpit, but fuel must have been venting from the tank 
immediately after takeoff. I had checked the caps before departure, and they were secure upon 
landing, so the faulty O-rings must have been the cause of the fuel loss. I have no better explanation. I 
only know I am fortunate that it did not happen on a seeding flight. 
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EAA Chapter 527
Santa Barbara, California

 

President Jo Duffy                           805/569-0660 joduffy@rain.org
 
Vice Pres. John Wiley 805/708-3061 Johnw4u@gmail.com                     
 
Treasurer Roger Waldron 805-636-1455   roger.eaa527@gmail.com

                    PO box 1382, Santa Barbara, CA  93102
          Annual Dues: $15.00

 
Secretary/Webmaster:  John Wiley 708-3061  johnw4u@gmail.com
 
Newsletter Editor:  Still Chase 805/967-2883  stillc@cox.net
 
 Meetings are held the 2nd Thursday of the month at 7:30 pm., at the NEW 

VISITORS' CENTER, 45 Hartley Place, Santa Barbara Airport (SBA).  Visitors 
are always welcome!
 


